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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the following boundary value problem for periodic quasilinear parabolic 
equation with nonlocal terms: 
Ou 
Ot D i (a i j (x , t ,u )D ju )  = (m - (b[u])u, 
u(x, t) = o, 
u(x, o) = u(x, ~), 
(x, t) • Q~, (1.1) 
(x, t) • 0n × [0, ~], (1.2) 
x • ~, (1.3) 
where ~ is a bounded omain in ~ with smooth boundary, Qw = ~t × (0,w), a/j satisfies ome 
suitable smoothness and structure conditions, repeated indices denote the summation from 1 
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to n, ~[u] : L2(~) + ~ R + is a bounded continuous functional, L2(ft) + = {u E L2(f~) [ u _> 0, 
a.e. in ft}, R + = [0, +co). This problem has been proposed to describe the models for some 
interesting problems in mathematical biology, where u = u(x, t) represents the density of the 
species at position x and time t, m = re(x, t) represents the mammal value of the natural 
increasing rate at location x and time t, and m - ~[u] denotes the actual increasing rate. Here 
the nonlocal term ~)[u] denotes the increasing rate of the species influenced by the amount of 
the total species. The appearance of the nonlocal terms shows that the rate of actual increase is 
influenced not only by the density of the species at some local point, but also by the amount of 
the total species. 
During the recent years, problems of linear equations with nonlocal terms have been the subject 
of intensive study to many authors, see for example [1-4]. At the same time, due to the realis- 
tic backgrounds, more and more authors considered the problems related to nonlinear periodic 
problems, such as [5-9]. Our consideration is motivated by the model proposed by Allegretto 
and Nistri [1], who studied the equation 
Ou 
a-7 - = t ,  (1 .4 )  
and obtained the existence of nontrivial nonnegative periodic solutions. Here the typical ease of 
f(x, t, (I)[u], u, m) is m - qS[u]. 
In this paper, we consider a more generalized equation, that is the quasilinear equation (1.1). 
Comparing to equation (1.4), this quasilinear equation, to a certain extent, reflects even more 
exactly the physical reality. Here one can see that it is not a simple mathematical modification due 
to the quasi-linearity of equation. The appearance of the quasi-linearity makes more difficulties 
to verify the conditions which allow us to use the homotopy invariance of the topological degree. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we do some preliminaries including the 
assumptions of the functions arising in equation (t.1), the definition of the generalized solutions, 
the statement of the main result, and the introduction of the map which will be used in the 
Leray-Schauder's degree. In Section 3, we first prove the nonnegative of the solutions, then give 
the proof of the existence of the nontrivial solutions by topology degree method. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Assume that aij, 4)[.], and m satisfy the following conditions. 
(A1) aii(',-, u) = aji(.,., u) E C,~((~), and there exist two constants 0 < A ~ A, such that 
)q~[2 < aij(x,t,u)~i~i <_ A[~[ 2, for all (z,t) E Q~, u E R +, and ~ E R n, 
where C~(Q~) is the class of functions which are continuous in • x ~ and of w-periodic 
with respect o t. Furthermore, aij(., .,u) is continuous with respect o u. 
(A2) 9[.] : L2(~) + -+ R + is a bounded continuous functional satisfying 
C ll ll , (a) _< < C ll ll  (a), 
where 0 < C~ <_ C2 are constants independent of u, R + = [0, +oo), L2(f i )  + = {u E 
L2(12) I u k 0, a.e. in fl}. 
(A3) m E C~((~), and m satisfies 
essinf~ea ~, re(x, t)dt > A#I, 
where #1 is the first eigenvalue of the following eigenvalue problem: 
-Av  = #v, x E f~, 
v = 0, x E Off. 
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Our main efforts center on the discussion of generalized solutions, since the regularity follows 
from a quite standard approach. Hence we give the following definition of generalized solutions 
of problem (1.1)-(1.3). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function u is called to be a generalized solution of problem (1.1)-(1.3), if 
u • L2(O,w;Hlo(~2)) n C~(Q.~) and u satisfies 
f fQ~ (-u~tt + %(x, t, u)D~uDj~o - (m - ~[u])u~) dx dt = O, (2.1) 
for any ~o • CI(Q~) with ~o(x,O) = ~v(x,w) and qvloa×(0,~ ) = 0. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  Assumptions (AI)-(A3) hold, then problem (1.1)-(1.3) admits a nontrivial 
nonnegative periodic solution u • L 2 (0, w; H 1 (~)) N C~ (Q~). 
In order to employ topological methods to deal with the existence of the nontrivial nonnegative 
solutions of problem (1.1)-(1.3), we introduce a map by considering the following problem: 
0u 
0t Di ((1 - ~-)hDiu+T%(x,t ,u)D~u) = f, (x,t) • Q~, (2.2) 
u(x, t) = 0, (x, t) • 0f~ x [0, w], (2.3) 
~(x,o)  = ~(x ,~) ,  x • ~, (2.4) 
where T • [0, 1] is a given parameter, f is a given function in C~(Q~). Since equation (2.2) 
is uniformly parabolic, it follows from a standard argument based on Leray-Schauder degree 
that problem (2.2)-(2.4) admits a unique solution (see [10,11]). Then, for any given T • [0, 1], 
f • C~(Q~), we can define a map u = T(T,f )  with T : [0,1] x C~(Q~) ~ C~(Q,~). Let 
f(v) = (m - (b[v])v +, where v + = max{v, 0}. Obviously, if a nonnegative function u solves 
u -- T(1, (m - ~[u])u+), then it is also a nonnegative solution of problem (1.1)-(1.3). Hence the 
existence of the nonnegative solution of problem (1.1)-(1.3) is equivalent to the existence of the 
nonnegative fixed point of the map u = T(1, (m - ~[v])v+). We first show that T is a compact 
continuous map. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let v • C~(Q,~). Then u = T(% f(v)) is a compact continuous map from C,~(O,,) 
to C~(O~). Furthermore u, Vu • C~(Q~) for some a > O. 
PROOF. Using the method presented in [12], we can infer that [[UI[L~(Q~) is bounded by 
[[f(v)Hn=¢(O~) and u, Vu • C~(Ow) for some a > 0. Then the compactness of the map T 
follows (by the Arzel£-Ascoli theorem) from the L °° norm bound of u and its Hhlder continuity. 
The continuity of the map follows from the H61der continuity of Vu. The proof is complete. | 
3. THE PROOF OF  THE MAIN RESULT 
We first prove the nonnegativity of the solutions. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ua nontrivia~ [unction u e C~(~L) solves u = T(~, (m - ~[u])=+), ~• [0,1], then 
~(~, t) > o, rot a11 (x, t) ~ 0,~,. 
PaOOF. We first prove u > 0. Multiplying equation (2.2) by u-  and integrating the resulting 
relation over Q~, we have 
/o/? = (m - ~[~1)~+~- atdx, 
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where u -  = min{u, 0}. The first term of the left-hand side in the above integral equality vanishes 
due to the periodicity of u, and the term of the right-hand side also obviously equals 0. While 
the second term of the left-hand side in the above integral equality has the following formula: 
fa fo  W((1 - r)AO,u + rai,(x, t, u)Dju) D,u- dt dx 
/ol/ = ((1 - r)AIDu-i 2 + ra~5(x,t,u)D~u-Diu- ) dtdx 
£// _> ((1 - r)AIDu-I = + rAlDu-[  2) dtdx 
= ((1 - r)A + rA) IDu- 12 dt dx. 
Hence we can see that 
-]o + < 0 
Noticing (1 - r)A + rA > 0, we have 
~ fo~'lDu-,~ dtdx <<_0. 
The Poincar~ inequality gives 
~ lu-12 dz ~ C A IDu-[ 2 dx, 
where C > 0 is a constant depending only on ~. Then we have 
which, together with the continuity of u - ,  implies that u -  = O, V(x,t)  E Q~. Then u = u + >_ 0 
for (x, t) E Q~. 
Next we prove u > O. Since u is nontrivial, there exist x E ~-/ and ~ E (0, w] such that 
u(x,~) ~ O. We choose a nontrivial function 0 _< ¢(x) C C8¢(fl) with ¢(x) < u(x,~). Suppose K 
is a positive constant and v solves the following problem: 
~V 
Ot Di((1-r)AD~v÷Taij(x,t ,u)Djv)+Kv=O, xE~,  t>~,  
v(x, t) = 0, (x, t) e oR × [¢, w], 
v(x, ~) = ¢(x),  z ~ a.  
Noticing u E C~((~)  and Assumption (A2), we have ~[u] E C~(Q~). This, together with 
m 6 C~((~) ,  gives m - (I)[u] E C,o(Q~). By the comparison theorem we have u(x,t) > v(x,t) 
for a large enough constant K.  By the strong maximum principle we have v(x, t) > 0 for any 
given x EFt, t > ~. Noticing u is w-periodic with respect o t, we have u(x, t) >_ v(x, t) > 0 for 
all t > 0, namely u(x, t) > O, V (x, t) E Q~. The proof is complete. I 
It is not difficult to obtain the following corollary by checking the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. I fa  nontrivial function u E C~(O~) solves u = T(r, cr(m - ~[ul)u+ + (1 -- r)), 
e [0,1], ~ e [0,11, then 
u(x, t) > O, for hi1 (x, t) E Q~. 
Furthermore, this nonnegative function u also solves u = T(T, ~(m -- (1)[u])u + (I -- r)). 
Next, we should verify that the map u = T(r ,  f(.)) satisfies some necessary conditions which 
allow us to use the homotopy invariance of the Leray-Schauder degree. 
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LEMMA 3.2. I f  a nontrivial function u solves u = T(1, ~r(m - (I)[u])u+), a e [0, 1], then there 
exists a positive constant R independent of a, such that 
PaoOF. Suppose u is a nontrivial solution of u = T (1 ,a (m - ~5[ul)u+), a e [0,1]. By Corol- 
lary 3.1,  we  can  see  that u also solves u = T(1, a(rn - e[~])~). Multiplying equation (2.2) by u 
and integrating the resulting relation over Q~, we have 
>_ 
/Q~ uut dt dx - / /Q~ Di (a~y(x, t, u)Dju) u dt dx 
//Q~ uutdtdx + a~j(x,t,u)DjuDiudtdx 
Due to the periodicity of u with respect o t, we have 
/ JQ dt dx = O, UUt 
which, together with 
/Q AlDu[2dtdx>_O, ae[0 ,1 ] ,  
implies that 
/Q (m - ~[u])u2 dtdz  >_ O. 
Let M = sup(~,t)e~)~ re(x, t). By Assumption (A2), we can see that 
o </fQ(m - ~[u])u 2dtdx 
ffo. MuSdtdx- f£~ (u24~[u]) dxdt  
< M //Q uS dtdx-Cl fo~ (JauS dx) 2dr, 
namely, 
where C is a constant independent of a. The Cauchy inequality gives 
2 ','(/o )' u s dx <_ ~ + u s dx , 
which implies 
u 2 dx dt < ~ + z 2 u 2 dx dt. 
Combining (3.2) with (3.1), we have 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
IIuIIi2(Q~) <_ C, (3.3) 
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where C is a constant independent of a. By the continuity of m and Assumption (A2), there 
exists a constant K > 0, such that u satisfies 
Ou 
O--t - Di (aij(x, t, u)Dju) <_ gu.  
By Theorem 5.2 with r = 1 and p = 2 in reference [13, p. 128], we have 
sup u(x,t) < _ u dx dr. 
It follows from the periodicity of u and the HSlder inequality that 
ll llL=<q > --< Cll llL (q ), 
where C is a constant independent of a. Combining the above inequality with (3.3), we obtain 
I} IIL=(Q ) -< c, 
where C is a constant independent of ~. Choosing a constant R > C, we can see that the lemma 
holds and the proof is complete. | 
COROLLARY 3.2. There exists a positive constant R such that 
deg(I - T(1, f(.)), BR, O) = 1, 
where BI{ is a ball centered at the origin with radius R in L°°(Q~). 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that there exists a positive constant R independent of cr, 
such that 
u~:T(1,  af(u)), VueOBR,  cr C [0, 11. 
Hence the degree is well defined on BR. From the homotopy invariance of the Leray-Schauder 
degree, we can see that 
deg( I -T (1 ,  f( .)) ,BR, O) :deg( I -T (1 ,  t~f(.)),BR,O), VcrC [0, 1]. (3.4) 
It is not difficult to see that T(1,0) = 0. Then, letting a : 0 in (3.4), we have 
deg(I - T(1, f(.)), BR, 0) = deg(I, BR, 0) : 1. 
The proof is complete. | 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a small positive constant r independent of "r satisfying r < R, such 
that u = T('c, (m - ~[u])u + + (1 - ~-)), T e [0, 1] admits no nontrivial solution u satisfying 
PROOF. Suppose u = T(% (m - ~[u])u + + (1 - ~-)), ~- C [0, 1] admits a nontrivial solution u 
satisfying 0 < IbilL~<¢~) < r. By Corollary 3.1, we have u also solves u = T(7, (m - ~[u])u + 
(1  - r)) and u(x,t) > 0. Hence for any given ¢(x) C c~(a) ,  we ca~ choose ¢~/ .  as a test 
function. Multiplying equation (2.2) by ¢2/u and integrating the resulting relation over Q~, we 
obtain 
S ) 
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By the periodicity of u, the first term of the left-hand side in (3.5) satisfies 
/./o ut-- dt dx = ¢2 0(ln u) dt dx = O. u Ot 
The second term of the left-hand side in (3.5) can be rewritten as 
//Q (1- T)ADiuD~ (C~2u ) dtdx 
= //Q (1- T)ADiuDi (¢ . ¢) dtdx 
+//Q (1-T)ACD~uDi(¢) dtdx 
While the third term of the left-hand side in the equation (3.5) becomes 
/joTaij(x,t,u)DjuD,(C~2u) dtdx 
= ffq  a,j(x,t,u)DjuD, (¢. ¢) dtdx 
= //Q Ta~j(x,t,u)Dju(~Di¢+¢Di (¢)) dtdx 
= //Q Taij(x,t,u) (-~-) ¢Djudtdx + /fQ ~ra~j(x,t,u)¢DjuDi (¢) dtdx 
= //Qw~'a~j(x,t,u) (-D-~-) (uDj¢-u2Dj (¢) ) dtdx 
+ //Q Taji(x,t,u)¢DiuDj (¢) dtdx 
= /JQw Ta~j(x,t, u)DiCDjCdtdx - f/Q Ta~j(x,t, u)(uDi¢ - ¢D~u) Dj ( ¢ ) dtdx 
= //Q Ta~j(x,t,u)DiCDjCdtdx- /JQ ra~j(x,t,u)u2Di (C) Dj (¢) dtdx. 
1299 
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Therefore equation (3.5) can be written as 
j i ;  (l - T)AiD¢i2 dtdx- iiQ (l-m) Au2 D(¢) 2 dtdx 
+ /io. ~'aij(x,t,u)DiCDjCdtdx- i/Q ~'a~j(x,t,u)u2Di (C) Dj (~) dtdx 
iSo = ¢2(m-~[u])dtdx+ (1 -T)--dtdx. 
Then by Assumption (A1), we have 
iiQ (1- ~-)hiD¢12 dtdx + f/Q ~-a~(x,t,u)DiCDjCdtdx- ilQ ¢2(m-~[u]) dtdx 
¢2dtdx+ iiQ (1-7)Au2 D(~) 2dtdx =ff~ (1-~)u 
> lJ;  . -< + Jio  - + iio. - 
>_0. 
Noticing ~- E [0, 1] and Assumption (A1), we have 
J Jq 
By an approaching process, we can choose ¢ = ¢1, where ¢i is the eigenvector of the first 
eigenvalue #i in (A3), and then obtain 
o < iiQ AID¢ll2 dtdx- fSQ ¢~(m-@[u])dtdx 
= - SiQ A¢iA¢~ dtdx- j ie ¢~(m-@[u])dtdx 
= iiq AV'¢~ dtdx- liq ¢~(m-~[u]) dtdx 
loi; 
Thus there exists xo • f~ such that g(xo) = fo (a~i  - m(xo, t) + @[u(xo, t)l)dt >__ o, then 
- -  m(xo ,  t )  dt < Api + - -  @[u(xo, t)] dt. 
¢d 02 
Assumption (A2) implies that ~[u] is also smM1 for small enough r > 0. Then there exists a 
constant s > 0, such that 
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~0 °) 
1 m(xo, t) dt < A#I + s 
¢d 
holds for small enough r > 0, which contradicts Assumption (A3). The proof is complete. | 
COROLLARY 3.3. There exists a small positive constant r satisfying r < R, such that 
deg(I - T(1, f(.)), B~, 0) = 0, 
where B~ is a ball centered at the origin with radius r in L~°(Q~). 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that there exists a positive constant r independent of T, such 
that 
u¢T(T , f (u )+(1- -T ) ) ,  VueOBr ,  T e [0,1]. 
Hence the degree is well defined on B~. From the homotopy invariance of the Leray-Schauder 
degree, we can see that 
deg(I - T(1, f(-)), Br, 0) = deg(I - T(0, f(.) + 1), Br, 0). (3.6) 
From Lemma 3.3, we can infer that u = T(0, f(u) + 1) admits no nontrivial solution in Br. 
Obviously, u = 0 is not a trivial solution of u = T(0, f(u) + 1). Then u -- T(O, f(u) + 1) admits 
no solution in B~. Namely, deg( / -  T(0, f(.) + 1), Br, 0) = 0. Then, from (3.6) we have 
deg(I - T(1, f(-)), Br, 0) = 0. 
The proof is complete. | 
Now we prove the main result of this paper. 
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. From Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, we can see that 
deg(I - T(1, f(.)), E, 0) = 1, 
where E = BR \ B~, B~ is a ball centered at the origin with radius ~ in L°°(Q~), R and r are 
positive constants and satisfy R > r. By the properties of the Leray-Schauder degree, together 
with Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we can infer that problem (1.1)-(1.3) admits a nontrivial 
nonnegative periodic solution. The proof is complete. | 
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